
AROYA Enhances Cannabis Production
Platform with New Mobile Dashboard

Tablet-based ‘Kiosk’ provides growers with a holistic view of
room-by-room daily operations, specific environmental
conditions, and product yields

NEWS RELEASE BY AROYA, A DIVISION OF METER GROUP, INC.

 AROYA, a METER Group company, today introduced AROYA Kiosk, a new cultivation

dashboard for tablets, further adding precision, speed, and accuracy to cannabis

cultivation.

 

AROYA is the preferred cannabis production platform (CPP) of top cannabis operators

across the country, combining innovative hardware and software to deliver actionable

insights that help improve their yield in grams, per square foot, per year – predictably,

profitably, and at scale. AROYA’s cannabis cultivation solutions foster data-driven

decision making, improving yields and operational efficiency while normalizing product

quality.

Kiosk provides cultivators with unfettered, real-time visibility of all production activity

from every grow room or site, simultaneously. End-to-end encryption enhances security

and pin-protected access lets growers control access to sensitive information and review

upcoming tasks for themselves or by room.

The new mobile dashboard provides hyper-accurate readouts of measurements in both

the substrate and the environment. It also gives a populated task schedule, as well as

real-time alerts that allow Master Growers to monitor and adapt every aspect of the

production process.

AROYA’s already robust cannabis production platform offering helps stakeholders

understand and improve cannabis production processes from seed to sale while driving

consistent, scalable success with features like harvest group planning, tasks, alerts, a

digital grow journal, recipes – and much more.

Demand for cultivation and production platforms like AROYA that utilize Internet of

Things (IoT) sensors, artificial intelligence, and data analytics is spiking. Analysts from

AheadInsight project that the cannabis technology industry will continue to grow

exponentially at a CAGR of 33.17 percent and attain a market value of $107.67 billion by

2025.
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“Our goal is to empower cannabis growers and cultivators with the competitive

advantage that comes from end-to-end visibility and real-time access to data that drives

actionable insights,” said Philip Malmquist, General Manager of AROYA. “Putting it

together on a single dashboard gives growers all the information they need to make

informed decisions that help them cultivate consistently higher quality cannabis, and

improved grams per square foot per year.”

 

Attending MJBizCon 2021? Visit AROYA at BOOTH C4418.

 

ABOUT AROYA

AROYA is a cannabis production platform that combines industry-leading hardware and

software to help cultivators increase yield, scale operations, and achieve consistent

quality. Based in Pullman, Washington, and a division of METER Group, Inc., AROYA

optimizes and demystifies the entire cannabis production process from seed to package.

For additional information, please visit www.AROYA.io 
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